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Winning hearts and minds

Two decades is a long time in the world of beauty. And  as we continue to grow in our ability to open 

up new markets and opportunities to our exhibitors and visitors, we feel younger and more energised 

than ever. As beauty-related trade fairs go, Beautyworld Middle East holds the enviable position of 

being the undisputed regional leader – a position further bolstered by the 2015 edition of the show, 

which made a lasting impression not only on the hearts and minds of the show’s participants, but also 

on the bottom line of the brands and companies they represent.
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Head-turning facts
The show attracted 29,670 visitors from around the world – 

for a trade show audience, that’s a big, beautiful number. No 

doubt, this further boosted the show’s reputation as a platform 

with region-wide cachet and relevance. 

Exhibitors and brands from around the world participated 

with a clear purpose, using this unique stage to promote their 

offerings to one of the world’s most dynamic markets.

1,441 
international 
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60
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5
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3
days

Exhibitors by product category

Regional breakdown of exhibitors
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A 32% Asia
B 31% Middle East
C 29% Europe
D 4% North America
E 2% South America
F 1% Africa
G 1% Australia

350 media attendees at the show

1,055 show-related articles

US$5.1 million Advertising Value Equivalent 
of published articles

241 media outlets covered the show

Cosmetics/Skincare 582

Hair, Nails & Salon supplies  311

Machinery, Packaging & Raw Materials  276

Fragrances 181

Professional Equipment & Spa  35

Others 56

Media coverage



Crystal clear 
reasons to exhibit

Exhibitors stated various reasons for deciding to be part of 

the show, all of which are relevant to established and growing 

businesses alike. The most compelling and prominent of these 

were: to cultivate new business opportunities, to showcase new 

products and innovations, and to strengthen relationships with 

existing clients.

Exhibitors’ main reasons for exhibiting

(all figures in %)

Initiate new business relations

Present innovations, new developments

Cultivate existing business relations

Show, discuss product variants

Prepare sales deals

Obtain an overall impression of the 
market situation

Attain sales deals

Exchange experience

Compare competitors

Pass on specialist knowledge
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“The show is growing in both size and scope and we see the 

interest of consumers in cosmo-medical products. We love the 

way the show has been organised. The traffic has been great and 

we look forward to the show in the coming years.”

Michel Ibrahim
Physiotherapist, Business Unit Manager, Medica

“It is a great gateway for both European 

and American companies to establish 

business projects in the Middle East  

and it has been a great success to us.”

Cary Robinson, 
President & CEO Keystone Industries 

“This year has been an exciting show  for us and the floor 

has been busy. It is a great platform for us to meet other 

competitors and showcase our products. We’re looking 

forward to Beautyworld Middle East 2016.”

Brigitte Bolsterli Dahinden, 
Marketing Manager, Luzi



Simply irresistible 
Beautyworld Middle East has always been a big draw for visitors from across 

the region, and the 2015 show was no exception. Among the many reasons for 

visiting, the most attractive were: to establish new business contacts, to view 

innovations, and to discover new product variants.

Needless to say, most visitors had – or discovered – more than one particularly 

valuable reason to visit. 

Visitors‘ reasons for attending the show    

(all figures in %)

Initiate new business relations

View/get to know innovations, new developments

View/get to know product variants

Prepare purchasing decisions

Compare competitors

Expand specialist knowledge

Exchange experience

Conduct purchases

Cultivate existing business relations

Obtain an overall impression of the market situation
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1. United Arab Emirates

2. Iran

3. Saudi Arabia

4. India

5. Pakistan

6. Kuwait

7. Egypt

8. Bahrain

9. France

10. Jordan

Top 10 visiting countries

“We are happy to be here at the show; it is always 

exciting and we look forward to this show throughout 

the year. It is a great platform for us, and undoubtedly, we generate 

huge footfall and a large number of visitors at our stand.”

Gabriela Oana Nicolau 

Business Development Manager, LPG Systems

Regional breakdown of visitors
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Inspiration and innovation

Visitors’ main areas of interest at Beautyworld Middle East

(all figures in %)

Cosmetics

Perfume / Fragrance

Hair Care

Health Care

Beauty Accessories

Nail Care

Packaging

Beauty Salon Equipment

Organic / Natural Items

Beauty Treatment Equipment and Devices

Beauty, Health and Diet Supplements, Foods and Drinks

Toiletries

Spa Treatement Products

Raw Materials

Foot Care

Machinery

Eyelashes

Business Support (Consulting, PR services)

OEM Goods / Private Label

Others
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Products across every category of the beauty spectrum were on 

display at the show, and visitors either had their clear favourites, or 

discovered ones that were a perfect fit for their needs. Cosmetics, 

perfumes and hair care were the most popular, and it was clear to 

all who attended that if a product, service or innovation was worth 

knowing about, it was present at Beautyworld Middle East.

A 96% Extremely
 satisfied/Satisfied
B 4% Less satisfied

Overall assessment of show by visitors

A

B

“We have been participating

 in Beautyworld for 20 years, and every 

year we get increasingly excited as we 

make great contacts and achieve business 

growth. We also get to connect with many 

high-quality visitors from across the 

Middle East.“

Nazih Abdou Hamad, 
Managing Director, Nazih group



A uniquely eventful 20th edition

Beautyworld Middle East Boutique
Location: Hall 5

The Beautyworld Middle East Boutique offered an unrivalled forum to meet 

some of the most trusted names in the business, along with some new 

market entrants eager to make a big impression. Visitors to this area had 

the opportunity  to discover new, along with trusted, brands in a unique and 

luxurious setting.

Fragrance Station
Location: Hall 4

Fragrance manufacturers had the opportunity to present some of their 

creations, at the Fragrance Station. Visitors had the opportunity to sample as 

many as they wanted, with many claiming to have found their new favourite. 

Identifying the manufacturer or distributor was as simple as reading the stall 

number and exhibitor name on the tag.

Spa and Salon Management Summit
Opposite Hall 8, Meeting Room 

The Spa & Salon Management Summit gave attendees insightful tips on how to 

initiate, operate and manage a business in this ever-evolving sector. Interactive 

sessions addressed topics such as distinguishing true trends from passing fads, 

sanitation and safety concerns, and workforce management. 

Centre Stage by Nazih Group
Location: Hall 1

Centre Stage, true to its name, highlighted new trends and fashions, while 

international industry experts provided subjective points of view, objective 

insights and valuable education. Over the three days, relevant issues were 

addressed which included, among other topics, regulations for the beauty 

industry, current halal practices and the importance of organic products. 

Nail It! by OPI
Location: Hall 1

Nail It! returned for the seventh successive year, to give nail technicians 

the chance to showcase their skills, win attractive prizes and importantly, 

to earn the respect of their peers. Although many participated in this highly 

competitive three-day event, only the best won the approval of Danny 

Phung, internationally renowned nail expert.

Hair Education by ghd
Location: Hall 2

One of the most highly recommended and professionally preferred salon brands in the world, ghd 

showcased its products at an inspiration zone and a styling zone at Beautyworld Middle East. 

Known for its comprehensive range of products to dry, style, curl, maintain and protect hair, 

the brand’s product portfolio has been developed by stylists and scientists, earning it the

reputation for being the final word in hair care.

Official Packaging Partner

Headline Sponsor Platinum Sponsor

 Gold Sponsor  Silver Sponsor

Media partners

Face IT! Sponsor Centre Stage Organiser

Nail IT! Sponsor

Under the patronage of

Hair Education Sponsor

Dates for 2016: May 15 – 17

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK



Messe Frankfurt Middle East GmbH

P.O. Box 26761, Dubai, UAE

Tel  +9714 389 45 00

Fax +9714 358 55 22

beautyworld@uae.messefrankfurt.com

www.beautyworldME.com

Messe Frankfurt – 

A brief background

Messe Frankfurt is one of the world’s leading trade fair 

organisers, generating around €554 million in sales and 

employing 2,130 people. The Messe Frankfurt Group has a 

global network of 29 subsidiaries and 57 international Sales 

Partners, allowing it to serve its customers on location in more 

than 160 countries. Messe Frankfurt events take place at more 

than 30 locations around the globe. In 2014, Messe Frankfurt 

organised a total of 121 trade fairs, of which more than half 

took place outside Germany.

Comprising an area of 592,127 square metres, Messe 

Frankfurt’s exhibition grounds are home to ten exhibition halls. 

The company also operates two congress centres. The historic 

Festhalle, one of the most popular venues in Germany, plays 

host to events of all kinds. Messe Frankfurt is publicly owned, 

with the City of Frankfurt holding 60 percent and the State of 

Hesse 40 percent.

For more information, please visit our website 

at: www.messefrankfurt.com

About Messe Frankfurt 

Middle East GmbH:

The portfolio of events for Messe Frankfurt Middle East in 

Dubai includes Automechanika Dubai, Automechanika 

Jeddah, Beautyworld Middle East, Hardware+Tools Middle 

East, Intersec, Leatherworld Middle East, Light Middle East, 

Materials Handling Middle East and Paperworld Middle East. 

The subsidiary also organises a series of conferences and 

seminars including the International Advanced Orthopaedic 

Congress, the Pediatric Orthopaedic Surgery Conference, the 

GCC Virology Conference, the BOHS Worker Health 

Protection Conference, the Beautyworld Spa and Wellness 

Management Summit, the Light Middle East Conference, 

and Smart Traffic Middle East. For more information, please 

visit our website at www.messefrankfurtme.com

Preliminary figures (2014)


